




Hootronic wiring configuration with «Tail-Off» function
AC power supply connections should be made to the "L", "N" and "E" terminals.
To remotely switch the second and third stage sounds, cable into the terminals 
marked "C", "S2" and "S3" respectively. To activate the second and third stage 
sounds switch "S2" or "S3" to the "C"
cable whilst the unit is powered (see Fig.1 on previous page). 
Stage 2 overrides stage 1 and stage 3 overrides stage 2.

The Hootronic sounder has the facility to replicate the "tail-off" traditionally 
associated with these tones, when generated by electro-mechanical devices. 
The switching is achieved by cabling into the terminals marked "STOP" and "C". 
The user can remotely activate and de-activate the sounder by switching the 
connection between "STOP" and the "C" cables whilst the unit is powered. 
To achieve the "tail-off" sound at switch off, the unit must remain powered.

In other words, linking between "Stop" and "C", silence the sounder. 
Braking the link between "Stop" and "C", activates the sounder. 

DC power supply connections should be made to the "+ and "-" terminals.
To remotely switch the second and third stage sounds, cable into the terminals 
marked "S2" and "S3" respectively. To activate the second and third stage 
sounds switch "S2" or "S3" to the negative supply whilst the unit is powered 
(see Fig.1 on previous page).
Stage 2 overrides stage 1 and stage 3 overrides stage 2.

The Hootronic sounder has the facility to replicate the "tail-off" traditionally 
associated with these tones, when generated by electro-mechanical devices. 
The switching is achieved by cabling into the terminal marked "STOP" and "-". 
The user can remotely activate and de-activate the sounder by switching the 
connection between the "STOP" wire and the negative supply line ("-") whilst 
the unit is powered. To achieve the "tail-off" sound at switch off, the unit must 
remain powered.

In other words, linking between "Stop" and "-", silence the sounder. 
Braking the link between "Stop" and "-", activates the sounder. 

Hootronic AC units:
HA105, HAL105, HA121, 
HAL121, HMA121, BEXH120
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Fig. 1 a:

Hootronic DC units:
HA105, HAL105, HA121, 
HAL121, HMA121, BEXH120
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Fig. 1 b:
P.s: For easy operation 

In most installations, people are only interested in 
one of the several selectable sounds. 
In that case, select the desired sound, and ignore the 
" " " "S2  and S3  terminals.

Connect the power cables to a steady power supply, 
and activate the sounder via the Stop  and C/-  " " " "
terminals only, by connecting trough a simple 
«potential free» switch or relay.
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